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of the Czech based eSport agency Lancraft announced the first Slovak university league 
under the name UniCup. Its aim is to help develop teams that will stand together to fight 
through semester-long winter and summer seasons that will lead to public finals held in 
Trnava during the UniCon and Game Days festivals. In November 2019, the qualification 
phase of League of Legends has started and organizers promise to add more games soon. 
The first round of the league started with 30 teams from 10 Slovak universities.1 One of 
them, the University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava is also offering students the 
chance to earn credits for training and competing in tournaments.2 We hope that this 
trend will catch on and spread to high schools, so that we can soon see more talents rep-
resenting our country at an international level.
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Game Days 2019
Ivan Rokošný

Game Days is the one and only Slovak international digital-game festival. This unique 
event highlights innovative digital games that have artistic value, and focuses on their 
comprehensive presentation. From May 30 to June 2, 2019, Nádvorie, the Place for Con-
temporary Culture in Trnava, Slovakia, hosted this event bursting with talks and presenta-
tions by prominent digital game developers from Slovakia and abroad. The festival’s aim 
is to raise awareness about digital games and spread information about new exceptional 
games under development. It is also a platform that promotes networking among pro-
fessionals from the game development industry. Prominent figures from the Slovak and 
international game development sector presented their invaluable experience with pro-
gressive digital game creation to industry professionals and the general public.

The festival program took place in the facilities of Nádvorie. Presentations, talks and 
workshops took place in the lecture halls; the co-working space hosted the game jam and 
the hackathon. Concerts and other accompanying programmes took place in the exterior. 
The unique extensive basement space with beautiful brick arches served as a gallery for 
exhibitions and installations, one of which introduced Czechoslovak historical games on 
anti-regime resistance. As promised by the organizers, exhibitions by digital game scien-
tists were also an important part of the festival. Competing creatures fought for victory 
in a big digital game quiz, curious fans tried out rare Slovak retro games from digital gam-
ing’s prehistoric times, and the program also included fun and bizarre things such as cre-
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The European Conference 
on Game-Based Learning 
2019
Sue Nugus

The European Conference on Game-Based Learning (ECGBL) is an annual confer-
ence attracting people from all corners of the globe who are interested in the current re-
search into games-based learning. Now in its 13th year the conference has previously run 
in the UK, France, Austria, Norway, Ireland, Portugal, Greece and Germany. This year 250 
people from 30 different countries participated in the conference in Odense at the Univer-
sity of Southern Denmark.

Enlightening keynote presentations were given by Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen from Se-
rious Games Interactive on the topic of Social Gamification in Blended Learning Games 
and Helle Marie Skovsbjerg from the Design School Kolding who spoke about Playful Play-
Design: Balancing Danger and Safety in Children’s Full Body Play. Academics representing 
a wide range of GBL related topics presented their peer reviewed research on topics rang-
ing from games-based learning and 21st century skills to gender sensitive games-based 
learning and games-based learning with human movement interaction. The proceedings 
of the conference are published and indexed by Scopus and Clarivate Analytics Web of 
Science. Participants were also entertained by an interactive session on LEGO Education 
in collaboration with the LEGO Foundation.

The final rounds of 7th International Serious Games Competition was also run dur-
ing the conference. There were three competition streams this year for fully developed 
games, games under development and for the first time a category for student developed 
games. The winners of the three competitions reflected the importance of both digital 
and non-digital applications for GBL with the overall winner of the fully developed game 
being Bilgen Demirdaş from Turkey with her game, Master of Numbers, a maths and strat-
egy game using tokens and cards aimed at secondary school children. In the games in 

ating games in Power Point. Game developers also had an opportunity to showcase their 
work in progress during the Pitching Session. Their projects were assessed by an expert 
jury consisting of designers, producers and distributors. At night, the festival turned into 
a party featuring concerts and DJ sets by digital game music producers. 

This year’s Game Days focused on ‘Gamers with Disabilities’. Accessibility in digital 
games for impaired gamers has evolved in recent years. One of the speakers to enlighten 
visitors on the subject was Sightless Kombat, a gamer who exploits the world of digital 
games while being completely blind. Bryce Johnson, who encouraged the development 
of inclusive design projects for disadvantaged players, also came to Trnava to report on 
the development of features and hardware for disadvantaged players. Game Days 2019 
was prepared by the Slovak Game Developers Association (SGDA) in cooperation with the 
Faculty of Mass Media Communication, University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava 
and the Trnava Game Guild. SGDA, aiming to highlight exceptional digital game projects, 
presented the Slovak Game of the Year 2018 award and the winner was Shadows: Awaken-
ing by Games Farm. 
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